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Center Kociánka is a green island in the middle of Brno city. People are amazed by beautiful spacious 

park in district Královo Pole but  social services for handicaped people in the heart of this area are 

more important. We offer social care in six social services – Homes for people with handicap (this 

service also provides places for children with institutional care), Day Care Center, Week Care Center, 

Sheltered Housing, Respite Care and Social Therapeutic Workshops. We also make our services 

available to clients with autism spectrum disorder. We can't forget about our health care. It covers 

nursing care, physiotherapy, ergotherapy, speech therapy and psychology. You should definitely visit 

the department of physiotherapy, where our physiotherapists provide an excellent care and you can 

see various exercises here (for example Bobath concept). We also offer hippotherapy, which is special 

form of physiotherapy with the horses. The hippotherapy has the workplace of its own and you can 

enjoy small Zoo here that serves as an animotherapy. 

This place is also famous for organizing events for our 

clients. There is  always a great mood. We have also 

clients who love art and music so they can spend their 

leisure time in the centre of creative activities. Creative 

spirit is all around and this environment gave birth to 

the rock stars. Yes, we have our rock band – HUSTEJ 

ROCK, which often perform at public events. There is 

also space for theater enthusiasts – drama club. The 

drama club is trendy because in addition to classical 

theater and creative writing organizes lessons of 

Youtubing, which is really popular these days. 

 

Kociánka is well known also in Vysočina Region 

because we have branch office called Březejc there. It 

is situated in the middle of beautiful forest surrounded 

by nature. In the range of social services, you can 

choose Day Care Center, Week Care Center, Social 

Therapeutic Workshops and Respite Care. All of these 

social services are available for people with autism 

spectrum disorder. Even clients of Březejc have 

various activities, the most popular are sports 

activities. A group of skiers visit Fajt hill every year in 

the winter time. In addition to the classic skis, Březejc 

offers monoski. Besides calmness, hospitality and almost untouched nature, Březejc is also famous for 

its wonderful products from social therapeutic workshops, especially ceramics. You can often meet 

Březejc on the markets in Vysočina region. 

 

You can visit us everytime and if you want to have a 

guide, please, don‘t hesitate to contact us. But if you 

want to experience real Kociánka and to see life of 

our clients and staff, come to our multi-genre 

festival Dobrý den Kocianko, which takes place 

traditionally every year at the end of May. 

 

 

 


